
WILD ON THE SPOT 

While on lunch duty, you decide to try a new activity to inspire 
the students.  You want them to take a closer look at what they 

are eating.  You only have access to paper and pencil, no props or 
field trips.  Which activity will you use? 

        
Lobster in Your Lunchbox 

What Did Your Lunch Cost Wildlife? 
Let’s Talk Turkey 

 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

One of your students brings in a hermit crab and you realize 
you have an opportunity for a wonderful Teachable Moment! 

Can you find a WILD activity you can use RIGHT NOW to 
teach a great lesson about this object? 

 
 

Good Buddies 
Who Fits Here 

Planting Animals 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

At summer camp, you are in charge of the fifth graders. Since 
you are in the forest every day, the boys like to tell each other 

crazy animal stories. You are tempted to believe all of them 
due to the vivid details the boys’ include in their stories. You 
have the perfect activity to keep their imaginations running 

wild. 
 

Cartoons and Bumper Stickers 
And the Wolf Wore Shoes 

First Impressions 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

After coming in from outdoors, some of the students start to 
complain about sticky things on their socks.  Which WILD 

activity could you use to teach your students about what is on 
their socks and why? 

 
 

Tracks! 
Seed Need 

Forest in a Jar 
 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

As a ranger at a National Wildlife Refuge, you give 
presentations to youth that visit the Refuge, as well as go to 

schools. The Refuge recently acquired new land adjacent to the 
existing boundary.  The land was purchased to provide habitat 
for protected species and other wildlife.  On your visit to Mr. 

Smith’s middle school classroom you decide to do this activity 
to help students understand what happens if animals don’t have 

enough habitat. 
 

How Many Bear Can Live in This Forest? 
Polar Bear in Phoenix 

What Bear Goes Where? 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

 
 

While on a field trip to the beach you notice flocks of 
shorebirds feeding.  However, you notice a walker get too 

close and the birds take flight.  You know this can be stressful 
to the birds and take the opportunity to teach your students 
why they should keep their distance.  Which activity would 

you use to teach this message? 
 

Playing Lightly on the Earth 
Move Over Rover 

Too Close for Comfort 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

The movie, Hoot, discusses Burrowing owls and the 
consequences of development. Recently the school showed 
this movie to students. To follow-up you select an activity 

that shows how students can have a say in the future. 
 

Know Your Legislation: What’s in It for Wildlife? 
Changing the Land 
Changing Attitudes 

 
 
 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

The next lesson in the science book is about ecosystems.  
You would like your students to work in teams and 

research a variety of ecosystems and learn about the types 
of animals that live there.  However, you would like to 
make it more like a game so students have fun while 

learning about ecosystems.  Which WILD activity would 
you use? 

 
Ecosystem Facelift 
Move Over Rover 

Time Lapse 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

Your elementary school is located near a state park.  The 
park manager has contacted the school to let you know 
that they are going to burn the pine forest nearby.  The 
students are all concerned about the wildlife and trees.  

What activity could you use to educate them about fires? 
 

Fire Ecologies 
Enviro-Ethics 

Smokey Bear Said What? 
 
 
 

 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

Your students just read Charlotte’s Web.   Now when 
they go out on the playground they like to look and 

study the spider webs.  However, you are trying to 
teach math and can’t get there attention.  What 

activity could you do to get students to participate in your 
math lesson? 

 
Spider Web Geometry 

Ants on a Twig 
Grasshopper Gravity 

 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

Your students are on a hike.  Some of them notice a rabbit 
hidden in the woods.  He is sitting very still that the 

students think something is wrong with them.  What game 
can you play to teach the students why the rabbit is still? 

 
Quick-Frozen Critters 

Thicket Game 
Oh Deer! 

 
 
 
 



WILD ON THE SPOT 

 
You are teaching about different cultures or history. 

Project WILD can help, right? Which activities may do the 
trick? 

 
Changing Societies 

From Bison to Bread: The American Prairie 
Make A Coat! 

                                              


